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The Heavitree Squilometre Update
Welcome to the June/July 2017 issue of Theatre Locale, the newsletter for Interwoven Productions, featuring
the Heavitree Squilometre update!

IN THIS MONTH’S ISSUE:∎ Perseids in the Park! - Join Dr Claire Davies to see this year's Perseid

meteor shower – Saturday 12th August 2017

∎ Why not join the Quarry Pod? – next meeting Monday 14th August 2017.
∎ Second Community Survey walk with Dr Jon Cinnamon – For the

Heavitree Quarry Trails project – Thursday 24th August 2017.

∎ What we learned on the first walk – Amazing findings by our community

surveyors.

∎ Perseids in the Park! -

Join Dr Claire Davies to
see this year's Perseids! –
Saturday 12th August 2017
After the incredibly popular
planetarium talk in the
winter, as part of the Park in
the Dark project, Dr Claire
Davies from the University's
Astrophysics Group has
offered to come back to
Heavitree Park during the
height of the Perseid shower.
We'll be keeping a weather
watch of course but fingers
crossed for some great
Perseid sightings!
As usual there is no charge to join this event but whatever donation you can offer on the night will
go directly to the next Squilometre community event. Inside the Heavitree Squilometre, what
goes around, comes right on around again. To manage numbers safely it is essential that you
contact us by email or telephone (below) for your joining details please. (No website page sign-in
this time.)
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∎ Why not join the Quarry Pod – next meeting Monday 14th August 2017.
The Heavitree Quarry Trails steering group, or “Quarry Pod”, met in June at the Royal Oak,
Heavitree to discuss the results of the first survey and plan the next steps. Thanks to their
problem-solving brainstorms we believe we've made the options for getting involved in the
project even clearer.
Check them out here – Heavitree Quarry Trails. The next Pod meeting will be on Monday 14th
August – please do just drop us an email or give us a quick call if you fancy joining us. All are
welcome.
And guess what the Royal Oak snug fire surround is made of?! We think it's Heavitree stone!

∎ Second Community Survey walk with Dr Jon

Cinnamon – For the Heavitree Quarry Trails project –
Thursday 24th August 2017.
Come join Dr Jon Cinnamon, Lecturer in Human Geography at University
of Exeter for the second Community Survey walk for the Heavitree
Quarry Trails project. This will be held in the evening of Thursday
24th August 2017. Please sign up for your joining details, either by
email, telephone or via the website.

∎ What we learned on the first walk – Amazing findings by our community

surveyors
We had a wonderful stroll through
Heavitree on a sunny Sunday
afternoon in June exploring our
Mediaeval heritage through this
red stone “skeleton” of building
stone. From standing examples
like the pretty St Clare's at Livery
Dole (dating from 1400s) to a
myriad of examples at the base of
walls and tucked away in side
alleys – each example a potential
answer to what was there 600
years ago! Do check out this
page with our findings so far and a
wonderful old map from 1813 …
…. and come join us for the next
survey!
If you'd like to support this “circular” way of working; of the residents making a “pay-it-forward” donation
so that the next Heavitree-focussed event can happen. If you enjoy celebrating this place, its history,
culture, natural and built places but most of all its PEOPLE, then please do consider popping something in
the Commission Pot. Remember, what goes around a Squilometre, comes right on around again!
The Heavitree Squilometre belongs to you!
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